


COMPLETE WITH

FULL REMOTE CONTROL MICROPHONE

Two remarkable dictating machines in one . . . filling two

vital needs perfectly and economically! As a standard

electric dictating machine, the Conferette operates on AC,

has all the advanced features of much more expensive

machines, surpassing them in performance, efficiency and

versatility. Featuring the same operating ease as the

portable Conferette, it has complete control from the

microphone for dictation, review, backspace,

correction. Good-looking, impressive and completely

efficient as an electric machine, disconnect it and it

becomes a lightweight portable, ready to go home or

traveling with you! Powered by built-in batteries

that automatically recharge themselves whenever

machine is plugged into AC outlet. Built-in safety switch

prevents overcharging. Battery charging and machine

operation may continue simultaneously. Visible charge

indicator tells when recharge is required.

Switching from electric to battery power does not affect

the speed or quality of dictation one iota! Same size as

portable. Conferette-dictated tapes are compatible with

many other machines.
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For new dictating ease and

new transcribing efficiency
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ON THE MICROPHONE

DICTATE / LISTEN / STOP / REVERSE

REVIEW / ERASE

FULL REMOTE CONTROL



Take your office with you . . . dictate wherever and whenever you wish, and do it with

the greatest of ease with the Conferette Portable. It's the world's only battery-operated

tape portable dictating/transcribing machine with dictate/stop/listen/review—all on the

microphone. Weighing only 6 l/4 lbs. with batteries, it outperforms machines twice its

size and is twice as easy and economical to operate. Use it in the office, at home, in the

car, on train, plane or ship. Ready instantly at the flick of a switch to record one voice

or many, faultlessly; to take down phone conversations, take orders and a thousand and

one other jobs. You control everything from the microphone, with the touch of a finger.

Dictate and review as often as you wish; stop, think, change your mind, reverse,

correct, and play back again . . . all without touching the machine. Gives up to

k 90 minutes of solid dictation. A business man's boon, a secretary's favorite

k for easy, accurate and fast transcription. And it's completely compatible

k with many other machines.

Removable handle
Built-in microphone
compartment
Built-in monitor system
Automatic stop at end or reel

Battery level indicator tells

when replacement is required
No drain on battery when
not in use
Unlimited review
Automatic correction
Tape fidelity reproduction
Power sources: 4 flashlight

batteries; or 110V AC, 12 or 6
Volt auto current with adapters

All transistorized; no
warm-up necessary
Only 6y4 lbs. — fits into an
attache case
3*4" high -5y2"cieep-123,i" wide
Uses standard Vi" tape
All pushbutton operation
Conference and dictation

recording positions
Built-in loudspeaker for

group listening if desired
Fast rewind
Tape index meter, indicates
letter length, locates changes
Vacuum-grip snap-on cover

WITH FULL POWER MICROPHONE

I EITHER 110V AC OR WITH RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES OR;

CURRENT WITH AUTO ADAPTER

IE FEATURES OF THE BATTERY-OPERATED CONFERETTE, PLUS

ORWARD • FAST ERASE • BUILT-IN BATTERY CHARGER

ONLY

YOUR TRAVELING SECRETARY

The Conferette is the ideal business traveling

companion. Use it on plane, train, ship — it's

ready to go to work instantly and efficiently.

Use it battery powered, or plug it into your car

lighter and dictate as you drive along.

For Conferences and Meetings

For perfect, accurate records of meetings.

Conference position switch makes it sensitive

up to 35 feet. Automatically adjusts all voices

to equal level, regardless of distance from

microphone. Built-in speaker for group listening.

Easiest transcription ever! Secretary can stop,

start and backspace, all while still typing,

using either foot or typewriter control. Your

secretary has a choice of single or dual ear-

piece, or built-in speaker. Tapes cannot be

accidentally erased while transcribing. Fast

erase instantly provides a fresh clean tape

after transcription.

Amazingly economical

Costs virtually nothing to operate. PORTABLE'S

4 ordinary flashlight batteries run for hours,

never run down while not in use. ELECTRIC'S

rechargeable batteries last for years; provide 6

hours portable useage. Uses standard Va"
tape. Can be erased and re-used almost

indefinitely.



POWER SUPPLY UNIT .2131
Adapts the CONFERETTE for operation on AC line

current; automatically disconnects batteries, 29.95

AUTO BATTERY CONNECTION
Adapts to 6 or 12-volt auto battery; plugs into

lighter socket, 6V-2132, 4.49; 12V-2134, 5.95

TELEPHONE ADAPTER 213!

Makes possible recording of both sides of a con
versation; 8.91

mi

FOOTSWITCH CONTROL 2114
Provides easy and complete control while typing

or using hands for other work 15.95

STETHOSCOPE EARPHONE 2118
Makes possible distraction-free listening (Single

Ear Loop allows listening to tape while hearing
other sounds) 11.95

TYPEWRITER CONTROL 213:
Attaches to typewriter, makes possible full con
trol while typing 15.9£

5 Pin male plug (microphone)

5 Pin female plug

4 Pin male plug (ext. power)..

4 Pin female plug

3 Pin male plug (earphone)....

3 Pin female plug
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2136 SET OF TWO RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES FOR MODEL NO. 216 16.95 PER SET

2110 Fully automatic mike: (Start, re-
cord, stop and rewind) $23.95

K212F TRANSCRIBING KIT for 212 and
216 series. Includes: Foot control
earloop earphone, stethoclip and

2111 Conference microphone 15.95 log pad

2115 Log Pad .45
K212H TRANSCRIBING KIT for 212 and

216 series. Includes: Hand control
earloop earphone, stethoclip and

2145 90 Minute Tape 3.45 log pad

Stop/Start/REVERSE Stop/Start/REVERSE


